Aloha!, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you signed up to join the LoveTribe email
list, Outback ... In the Temple of Venus. Don't forget to add devijuice@aol.com to your address book so
we'll be sure to land in your inbox!
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

Aloha LoveTribe ... working on our Family Affair
Outback x Library
The whole family is working away on the new shop/library. Diva brightening up the
space with our Merry Everything message, while Kobe is putting finishing touches on
the floor (spray bottle in hand) that mama Shaye painted. It's a pop up, so the jobs
are "quickies". Robert is building racks and soon we will bring in the clothing, shoes,
jewelry and accessories.
We will be clearing out our warehouse including Shaye's past libraries that went
into storage, some of these pieces vintage, some high end one of a kind designer art
pieces and some that were loved but basics that will go into $3 & $5 baskets, $10
racks. Plus new clothing to clear from the warehouse in that cheap mix.
AND ... da daaa... Outback (mostly unworn) samples from the many collections we
produced and sold to thousands of shops in the 80's and 90's. Most of these lines
were made with fabrics that we designed and produced which would be very
expensive to produce these days even if the large scale repeat knitting machines
could be found (which I haven't been able to do!). These will be priced high, but will
be part of our private (membership) lending library along with other favorites new and
vintage from Shaye and my personal collections. More on how the library works later.
NOW... for your part of this family affair - bring in those beautiful pieces you love
but no longer wear for clothing credit. It is our way of taking responsibility that the
clothing we sell doesn't go into landfill or dead space in your closet. When you buy a
meal out you don't think, well I paid good money for this so I need to hold onto it. No,
you eliminate it! And it's important to keep your space clean by eliminating everything
no longer nourishing. And RECYCLE! This way allows you to experiment, play, dress
newly without the huge production carbon footprint. And allows for us to buy quality
(that can be reused) from designers creating beauty and new concepts.
We want to start with "designer pieces" from Outback, Citron, Johnny Was, Nor,
Luuka, Isabel de Pedro, Maria P Grazia, Pile ou Face, the pieces other then the
inexpensive basics for now, that you bought at Outback. They must be in season
(fall/winter), and in good shape (clean, no tears, stains, etc). The credit will be from
$8-20 for separates and up to $40 for coats. You'll get more then a resale shop that
pays or gives credit out right (plus only takes a few pieces if any), and less then a
shop that keeps on consignment, although not guaranteed to sell. And of course we'll
take donations!
We're experimenting to find better models that are also financially sustainable, thus
the combo of resale and library.
Clothing will be accepted at any of our shops (in Ashland we will start a recycled rack
in the store).
Please only bring in during the week, not on weekends and not during sales or
Holidays.
Towards the fun! Merry Everything! xoxo Devi (and family)

